Mindfulness Practice, Teaching & Neurophysiology
A basic tenant of all mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) is that you can’t “teach them” unless
you “practice.”
•

What does this actually mean? Obviously, having experience in something is often a
prerequisite to coherently imparting it to other people. But what relationship does
personal practice have to teaching youth mindfulness?

•

To put it another way, how does the development of mindful awareness impact actual “inthe-room” teaching and facilitation ability?

As an organization, our answer to this question is to organize mindfulness & education into a
three-part process show below.
•

Each part informs the development of the other two.

•

The model is circular – the relationship between mindfulness practice, embodied teaching
and curriculum instruction deepens over time.

•

The deepening process is best seen as an exploration (as far as we can tell, it has no end
point).

This module looks at how we can turn Embodied Teaching into a practice. To understand how
mindful awareness deeply supports group facilitation with young people, it’s helpful to review
some basics of developmental neurobiology.
•

In the act of teaching, there is significantly more occurring than the presentation and/or
exchange of conceptual information.
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o Behind and alongside the conceptual information we teach, a large volume of
non-verbal information is being exchanged.

•

§

Emotional Contagion – unconsciously mimicking the facial expressions,
vocal expressions, postures, and instrumental behaviors of those
around us, and thereby “catching” others' emotions as a consequence
of such facial, vocal, and postural feedback.

§

Mirror Neurons – a small circuit of cells in the premotor cortex and
inferior parietal cortex which are activated both when we perform a
certain action and when we observe someone else performing that same
action. In other words, they collapse the distinction between seeing and
doing.

Humans are not born with completely developed brains and nervous systems.
o As infants, the capacity for self-regulation is absent. Infants’ nervous systems are
still immature and not yet physiologically capable of managing intense stimuli. The
care-giver acts as the soothing system until the infant’s nervous system is
developed and can begin to regulate itself.
o As children mature past infancy, adults and caregivers still play a major role in the
regulation of their nervous systems.
o Even in adolescence, brain function is different than in mature adulthood (~25
years +).
§

The Prefrontal cortex continues to mature into the 20s, making
decision-making generally more effortful and difficult.

§

The neurobiology of the adolescent predisposes them to higher levels
of impulsivity
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§

Functioning of the nucleus accumbens (in the striatal dopaminergic
region associated with reward) can lead to motivational deficit.

In the quote above, Dr. Montgomery points to the pivotal role adults play in helping youth
self-regulate. The issue then becomes… what’s the condition of our nervous system when we
are interacting with youth? Are we present, attuned, & empathic?
•

Or are we burned out, fatigued, anxious or perpetually distressed in our classrooms,
schools and offices? If so, are we transmitting this to the young people we teach?
Youth are literally responding to the state of our system.

•

Do we prioritize attunement? Are we prioritizing awareness and responsiveness in our
teaching and interactions with young people? Is the quality of our attention and
presence at least as important as the explicit content we are delivering in class?

Mindful Teaching Practices
Our experience doing this work with tens-of-thousands of young people suggests that
cultivating mindful awareness while teaching is an intervention in its own right, even if we
never teach mindfulness explicitly to our youth.
The most successful classroom mindfulness programs we know of started with educators
practicing mindfulness passionately in their own lives. This passion for presence, investigation
and insight then organically spilled over into their teaching. Rather than doing a “top-down”
curriculum implementation, it was often the students who got curious first. “Why is Ms.
Classen centered and relaxed? Why do I feel so “seen” by her?” Classroom mindfulness
rituals then grew organically from the empathic presence of the teacher. Short moments of
mindfulness, repeated many times, became part of the culture of the class. “Micro-practices”
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or “brain-breaks” were then led and organized by students. Formal curriculum lessons were
used to keep the practice fresh and interesting.
Practice One: Sensitivity
Through mindfulness of the body, the amount of “kinesthetic information” we have access to
greatly expands. Many of us living in modern societies exist with a kind of “feeling-deficit.” It
can take several months of practice for some people to recover the ability to feel even gross
physical sensations.
The effort to develop the ‘felt sense’ is well worth it. Mindfulness of the body opens up entire
areas of sensation and information that were previously unconscious. One fascinating sideeffect of this development is that, as we become more conscious of our inner world, we
simultaneously become more sensitive to what is happening in the outer world. We begin to
more rapidly sense the responses and overall affect of the people around us. This new
information is very useful for teaching.
•

Formal Practice: Notice how the combination of deep relaxation and stable attention
make the sensations of your inner body more alive and vivid. Deepen this awareness
as much as possible during formal practice.

•

Daily Life: Pay attention to how the “mood” of “people, places and things” registers
kinesthetically in your physical body.

•

While Teaching: It’s natural to reduce the amount of attention you have on your inner
body, but do not disconnect from it. Get used to using your body as a sensing
instrument for the nervous systems around you. See how this attunement effects your
perception of what is happening with the youth you work with over time.

Practice Two: Solidity
Solidity is often experienced in mindfulness practice as a sense that you are simultaneously
extremely grounded and stable and totally empty and transparent. For beginners, the most
likely time solidity will show up is at the end of longer sits (1 hour or so) or after retreats.
A traditional image that describes solidity is the transparent mountain. One feels soft and open
but unshakable. As practice matures, this sense of being grounded becomes the new set-point
for the system. Solidity can be an important asset in teaching. There is a sense that you take
up space in the room and are comfortable being an anchor for the attention of the students.
Solidity is more important if the level of dysregulation in the class is higher. In that case, you
are providing a kind of surrogate function for the class by allowing the youth to anchor onto
your stabilized and well-regulated system.
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•

Formal Practice: Generally, formal mindfulness practice is done in four postures –
sitting, standing, lying down and walking. When exploring solidity, the standing
posture can be very useful.
o Try standing mindfulness practice for 2-10 minutes at a time. Keep the knees
comfortably bent, the feet shoulder-width apart or a little less, and the
breathing full and natural.
o The core instruction is to let the weight of the skeleton ground completely
through the feet while maintaining the sense that the head and spine are light
and naturally lengthening upward.
o This simultaneous feeling of sinking and rising makes the center-line of the
body easier to find.

•

While Teaching: Take the feeling of standing meditation into your group facilitation
work. Practice maintaining awareness of your center-line while feeling grounded (feet
contacting the floor) and upright (head floating naturally on the spine).
o Face the class fully with your physical posture. Allow the sense of your
physical body to be expansive; take up space!
o Increase your level of comfort (slowly over time) with the amplification in the
nervous system that occurs when you allow yourself to be the “anchor of
attention” for the room.
o Experiment with expanding your proprioceptive awareness to cover the entire
room. Do this by gazing at the back of the room and focusing your attention
on the space inside the classroom. Imagine that the space is an extension of you
– that the students are inside your “spatial territory.”

Practice Three: Voice
Mindful Speech is more than “choosing words carefully.” The quality of the voice (prosody) is
one of the primary ways humans and other large-brain mammals attune to and regulate each
other.
•

While Teaching: Look for the connection between relaxation, attentional stability and
the faculty of speaking.
o Notice how speaking with awareness creates a “relaxed power” where pauses
and natural silence are seamlessly integrated.
o Notice how the rhythm, stress and intonation of speech changes as you
become more mindful, present and grounded.
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o Notice how the quality of awareness you have while speaking effects the
quality of attention you receive from your students and other people.
Practice Four: Authenticity
Explore the fine line between taking what works from different sources (curricula, teachers,
etc.) and putting on an act by being someone you are not. Powerful teaching is the result of
finding and refining our own unique voice & style.
•

While Teaching: Look for moments where you feel completely natural. Moments where
your physical posture and self-expression sync up in such a way that you feel
completely yourself. Let this feeling of naturalness really make an imprint and be a
reference point.

Practice Five: Disclosure
Different levels of self-disclosure are appropriate for different environments. Educators,
mental health professionals, and mentors are trained to disclose personal life experience
carefully, and with the intention to serve the person with whom they work. In working with
particularly with adolescents, carefully increasing your overall level of self-disclosure can be
important when teaching mindfulness practice.
•

While Teaching: When we disclose, it’s important to check our intention:
o “Am I doing it because it will benefit the youth?” If yes, continue…
o Or “am I doing this to get approval, be liked, or mask fear?” If yes, disclosing
that struggle may be counter-productive.

Practice Six: Non-Identification
Youth behave the way they do because of innumerable causes and conditions, many of
which have nothing to do with us.
•

While Teaching: Begin to see resistance in this larger context. Pull back from the
tendency to personalize everything that happens.
o Practice unhooking the belief that we have to save, rescue, manipulate, change
or fight the situation or child.

Practice Seven: Curiosity
The development of mindful awareness makes us genuinely curious about inner and outer
reality. Ground your facilitation in an active curiosity about the lived experience of your youth.
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•

While Teaching: Prioritize asking questions about their experience and deeply listen to
their answers. Mindfulness with youth works best when teaching is driven by their
reports and direct experience.
o True curiosity is not a teaching strategy. It is a result of having a fresh, innocent
and vulnerable relationship with the world on a moment-by-moment basis.
o Genuine interest is one of the qualities young people crave most.

Practice Eight: Success!
•

While Teaching: Revel in the simplicity of small successes (e.g. the 30 seconds when
the room felt very deep and settled). Allow these moments to fully make an imprint
on you. Monitor your expectations closely; watch for fantasies (e.g. I/this program will
save everyone and solve all problems.).
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